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Criticality in transport through the quantum Ising chain
Malte Vogl,∗ Gernot Schaller,† and Tobias Brandes‡
Institut fu¨r Theoretische Physik, Technische Universita¨t Berlin, Hardenbergstr. 36, 10623 Berlin, Germany
We consider thermal transport between two reservoirs coupled by a quantum Ising chain as a
model for non-equilibrium physics induced in quantum-critical many-body systems. By deriving
rate equations based on exact expressions for the quasiparticle pairs generated during the transport,
we observe signatures of the underlying quantum phase transition in the steady-state energy current
already at finite and different reservoir temperatures.
PACS numbers: 05.30.Rt,64.70.Tg,03.65.Yz,05.60.Gg
Quantum phase transitions (QPTs) are drastic mani-
festations of quantum fluctuations in many-body systems
that lead to critical behavior and states of matter with
symmetry-broken phases [1]. Traditionally, such changes
of state are associated with changes in ground state prop-
erties at zero temperature. Recently, considerable atten-
tion has turned to the role of excited states, as these
become important if the fate of QPTs under modifica-
tions such as finite temperature or non-equilibrium due
to dissipation, external control, or driving is addressed.
Among the fundamental issues then is the very definition
of a QPT under non-equilibrium conditions, and further-
more the question of how non-analyticities of the ground
state, phase diagrams, critical exponents, scaling behav-
ior etc. are modified.
From the point of view of recent advances in simula-
tions and realizations of QPTs in, e.g., cold atoms [2, 3],
these are urgent issues, as experimental systems always
contain a certain amount of dissipation and require ex-
ternal control and read-out mechanisms. For example,
a classical external control allows one to explore novel
states of matter and effective interactions which are ab-
sent in equilibrium [4–7] and lead to new types of phase
diagrams with additional phases, transition lines and
critical points. Similar results have been obtained for
QPTs in open, dissipative systems, either described by
additional dissipative terms in equations of motions (sim-
ilar to mean-field-type laser equations [8, 9]) or Lindblad-
type master equations, e.g. [10–12]. A further line of the-
oretical work concerning excited-state phase transitions
has also mostly been restricted to mean-field type QPTs
(such as the Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick [13] or the Dicke-
superradiance [14] models), where non-analyticities in
quantities like the density of states or excited state ener-
gies are essentially related to singularities in a (classical)
energy landscape. At zero system temperature, these can
be made visible by suitable measurement devices – as has
e.g. been suggested for the Dicke model [15].
In this letter, we investigate whether such features are
also accessible in the non-equilibrium regime at the ex-
ample of the quantum Ising chain in a transverse mag-
netic field. Its interesting properties can either be stud-
ied in existing Ising ferromagnets [16] or in corresponding
quantum simulators, e.g. based on NMR techniques [17],
trapped ions [18], atomic spins [19, 20], or electrons float-
ing on liquid helium [21]. Quite some work has been de-
voted to thermal transport along open spin chains [22–
26]. Complementing these approaches, we consider here a
scenario where transport occurs perpendicularly through
a closed ring of spins. Going beyond linear response [27],
this enables us to explore the extreme non-equilibrium
regime. We use the chain as a thermal coupling between
two reservoirs whose temperature gradient drives a sta-
tionary, thermal current.
Combining exact results for the Ising model with the
weak-coupling, Born-Markov-secular type description of
open systems [28], we find that the stationary non-
equilibrium current through the critical system itself
may serve as a powerful tool to reveal finite-temperature
quantum critical properties, that are not accessible in
stationary system quantities such as the average energy
density or magnetization. This does of course not ex-
clude the possibility of much more complex features to
be found in, e.g., temporal non-equilibrium correlations
such as current noise spectra. We expect these findings
to generalize to other quantum critical systems which dis-
play a closing spectral gap. We also find that the critical
point for the phase transition is not changed by adding
weak dissipation, provided the Lindblad operators are
evaluated at the correct frequencies, i.e., in positivity-
conserving secular approximation. Our conclusion from
this observation is that phenomenological extensions of
QPTs which simply add constant dissipation terms on
top of equilibrium models have to be treated with cau-
tion.
Model.— Our full model HamiltonianH = HS+HSB+
HB consists of the quantum Ising chain in a transverse
field for N spins
HS = −g
N∑
i=1
σxi − J
N∑
i=1
σzi σ
z
i+1 , (1)
where g describes the coupling to an external magnetic
field, J the inter-chain coupling to nearest neighbors, and
periodic boundary conditions are assumed σzN+1 ≡ σz1 .
The model is analytically diagonalizable for finite N and
displays a second order quantum phase transition be-
2tween a paramagnetic phase (for g > J) and a ferromag-
netic one (g < J) [29]. Furthermore, transport through
the chain is enabled by coupling to two equilibrium reser-
voirs HB =
∑
α=S,D
∑
q ωαqb
†
αqbαq, source (S) and drain
(D), at different temperatures. Here, we consider non-
interacting bosons (e.g., photons or phonons) with mo-
mentum q and energy ωαq (we set ~ = 1), having in mind
a thermal-transport type flow of energy that is mediated
by boson-induced spin-flips via the interaction
HSB =
∑
α,i,q
σxi
[
hiαqb
†
αq + h
i∗
αqbαq
]
(2)
with interaction constants hiαq that depend on the spe-
cific realization of the model in an experimental con-
text. We mention that the derivations below can also
be carried out for fermionic reservoirs. More impor-
tantly, we choose a particularly simple case of HSB that
is amenable for analytical calculation by assuming the
coupling strengths as site-independent hiαq → hαq. Ef-
fectively, the coupling to the Ising chain is then via the
large spin operator Mx ≡
∑
i σ
x
i .
We first diagonalize HS in the usual way, apply-
ing a Jordan-Wigner, Fourier, and Bogoliubov trans-
formation ([29, 30]) which, in the subspace of an even
number of quasi-particles and for even N (these con-
straints can in principle be lifted but will be tacitly as-
sumed further-on), transforms the system Hamiltonian
intoH′S =
∑
k ǫk(γ
†
kγk − 1/2) with fermionic annihilation
operators γk [30]. The quasi-momentum k may assume
half-integer values k = ±1/2,±3/2, . . . ,±(N − 1)/2. The
single-particle energies are defined by
ǫk = 2Ω
√
(1 − s)2 + s2 − 2s(1− s) cos
(
2πk
N
)
, (3)
where we have introduced a dimensionless phase param-
eter by fixing Ωs = J and Ω(1− s) = g with energy scale
Ω, see Fig. 1. In the paramagnetic phase with s≪ scrit,
the quasiparticle pairs can be interpreted as spin waves
running in opposite directions, whereas in the ferromag-
netic domain s≫ scrit, they correspond to kinks between
domains of opposite spin directions.
QPTs are connected to a closing energy gap above the
ground state, and a corresponding paradigmatic example
is an avoided crossing between ground and first excited
states for finite system sizes N – that becomes an exact
crossing as N → ∞. Near the critical point scrit, the
eigenvalues of ground state |0(s)〉 and first excited state
|1(s)〉 can be expressed as λ0(s) = 1/2[λ¯(s) − g(s)] and
λ1(s) = 1/2[λ¯(s)+g(s)], where λ¯(s) is a linear (analytic)
function of s and the energy gap above the ground state
g(s) has a discontinuous first derivative as N →∞ at the
critical point where also g(scrit) = 0. Now, when coupling
the quantum critical system to a single thermal reservoir
by some operator A at finite but sufficiently low temper-
ature β−1, the dynamics can be reduced to the subspace
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FIG. 1. (Color Online) Spectrum of the quantum Ising chain
of length N = 6 versus phase parameter s = J/Ω = 1− g/Ω
emphasizing the subspace of even quasi-particle numbers and
vanishing pair momenta. In the thermodynamic limit N →
∞, the second order quantum phase transition comes with
a vanishing energy gap above the ground state, cf. Eq. (3).
Possible transitions between states for second order perturba-
tion in hαk are marked by vertical lines with corresponding
single-pair energies 2ǫk. Thin dotted curves in the background
complete the full spectrum of Eq. (1).
of ground and first excited state, and is described by a
simple rate equation for the populations in the system en-
ergy eigenbasis P˙0(s) = −γ10(s)P0(s) + γ01(s)P1(s) and
P˙1(s) = +γ10(s)P0(s) − γ01(s)P1(s), where the transi-
tion rates γij(s) = A(s)gij(s) depend on details of the
coupling A(s) ≡ |〈0(s)|A |1(s)〉|2 and the bath via gij(s).
Importantly, we note that the stationary state solution
does not depend on the matrix element A(s). Even
more, provided the rate equation satisfies detailed bal-
ance g10(s)/g01(s) = e
−βg(s), we see that due to the clos-
ing gap its stationary solution is equipartitioned at the
phase transition point in the continuum limit P¯0(scrit) =
P¯1(scrit) = 1/2. For e.g. the expectation value of the sys-
tem energy E(s) = λ¯(s)/2−g(s)/2[P0(s)−P1(s)] we thus
see that at finite temperatures the non-analytic proper-
ties of g(s) will not be visible. A similiar argument holds
for general system operators with an analytic trace λ¯(s).
Thus, we generally do not expect local system observ-
ables to be good indicators for the ground state quantum-
critical properties at finite temperatures. In contrast, the
current (that may be generated by coupling to two reser-
voirs at different temperatures) will be proportional to
the matrix element A(s) and may thus inherit its critical
dependence on s. A toy model where these arguments
are made explicit can be found in the supplement [30].
Turning now to our model Hamiltonian, the very same
transformations as used for the fermionic representation
3of HS map the interaction Hamiltonian, Eq. (2), to [30]
H′SB =
{
N1− 2
∑
k
[
|vk|21 +
(|uk|2 − |vk|2) γ†kγk (4)
+ukv−k
(
γ†+kγ
†
−k + γ−kγ+k
)]}∑
α,q
[
hαqb
†
αq + h.c.
]
,
where the coefficients are defined by vk ∝ s sin
(
2πk
N
)
and
uk ∝
[
1− s− s cos ( 2πkN )+ ǫk/(2Ω)] with normalization
|uk|2 + |vk|2 = 1. Obviously, the interaction H′SB does
not couple subspaces with different values of the total mo-
mentum P =
∑
k kγ
†
kγk, since it either does not create
particles at all [first line in Eq. (4)] or creates or annihi-
lates only quasiparticle pairs of opposite momenta.
Assuming that the system is initially prepared in
the subspace of vanishing total momentum (e.g., in its
ground state |0〉), it now suffices to consider the subspace
of pairs with opposite quasi-momenta only. In this sub-
space, the basis elements can be conveniently constructed
from the ground state via
|n〉 =
∣∣∣n 1
2
, n 3
2
, . . . , nN−1
2
〉
≡
∏
k>0
(
γ†+kγ
†
−k
)nk |0〉 , (5)
where nk ∈ {0, 1} denotes the occupation of a
quasi-particle pair with momenta (+k,−k) such that(
γ†kγk + γ
†
−kγ−k
)
|n〉 = 2nk |n〉.
When both reservoirs are held at sufficiently low tem-
peratures such that their bosonic occupations nα(ω) ≡[
eβαω − 1]−1 vanish at all higher transition energies
nα(2ǫk) ≈ 0 for all k ≥ 3/2, the system will relax
to the subspace spanned by the ground state |0〉 ≡
|0, 0, . . . , 0〉 and the first excited state |1〉 ≡ |1, 0, . . . , 0〉.
All states of higher occupations relax via the anni-
hilation of higher-momentum quasi-particle pairs to-
wards this subspace, see Fig. 1. Then, the dynam-
ics in this effective 2 × 2 subspace is governed by a
rate equation of the previously discussed type with
rates γ10(s) = A(s)
∑
α Γα(g(s))nα(g(s)) and γ01(s) =
A(s)
∑
α Γα(g(s)) [1 + nα(g(s))], where the spectral cou-
pling densities Γα(ω) ≡ 2π
∑
q |hαq|2δ(ω − ωαq) and
the bosonic occupations depend on the phase parame-
ter through the energy gap g(s) = 2ǫ1/2(s). The overall
matrix element equates to [30] A(s) = |〈0|Mx |1〉|2 =
s2 sin2( piN )
1−2s(1−s)[1+cos( piN )]
, and becomes non-analytic at scrit =
1/2 as N → ∞. Unfortunately, the argument to confine
to just ground and first excited state breaks down for
the Ising model, as for large N also higher excited states
closely approach the ground state, cf. Eq. (3). Since
the simple picture of an avoided crossing is not strictly
valid, we derive a more elaborate description for the Ising
model in the following.
High-Dimensional Rate Equation.— Applying lowest
order perturbation theory in the coupling strength and in
the relevant subspace, Eq. (5), (employing Born, Markov,
and secular approximations [28] in the standard way ap-
propriate for open systems) yields a rate equation
ρ˙n =
∑
m
(∑
α
γαnm
)
ρm (6)
for populations of the system energy eigenstates
ρn ≡ 〈n| ρ |n〉, where the transition rates γαnm
due to reservoir α admit only creation or anni-
hilation of single quasi-particle pairs, see vertical
lines in Fig. 1. Assuming thermal reservoir states,
the transition rates (n 6= m) evaluate to [30]
γαnm = Γα(∆mn) [1 + nα(∆mn)] |〈n|Mx |m〉|2 with
energy differences ∆mn ≡ Em − En and system
energies En =
∑
k>0 ǫk(2nk − 1). The diagonal values
γαnn follow from trace conservation.
Using Eq. (6) and the rates γαnm, we obtain an ana-
lytical result for the non-equilibrium steady state solu-
tion [30],
ρ¯n =
∏
k>0
[n¯(2ǫk)]
nk [1 + n¯(2ǫk)]
1−nk
1 + 2n¯(2ǫk)
, (7)
which – similar to Ref. [32] – is completely governed
by an effective average bosonic occupation n¯(ω) ≡∑
α Γα(ω)nα(ω)∑
α Γα(ω)
. However, our system has more than one
allowed transition frequency, which implies that the sta-
tionary state (7) is non-thermal (i.e., cannot be described
by a single effective temperature) as soon as the reservoir
temperatures are different [nS(ω) 6= nD(ω)]. We note
that this non-equilibrium steady state for an interact-
ing model holds for weak system-reservoir coupling only
– opposed to results obtained for non-interacting mod-
els [31]. Eq. (7) enables us to calculate the stationary
values of the energy, the magnetization, and the current
both for finite chain lengths and in the thermodynamic
limit N →∞.
Energy and Magnetization.— For the mean stationary
energy, we find [30]
E¯ =
∑
k>0
−ǫk
1 + 2n¯(2ǫk)
N→∞→ N
1/2∫
0
−ǫ(κ)
1 + 2n¯(2ǫ(κ))
dκ ,(8)
where we have introduced the continuum of system en-
ergies ǫ(κ) ≡ ǫ(Nκ). At strictly zero temperature, where
n¯(2ǫ(κ)) = 0, the system settles to the ground state,
and the energy density can be expressed by a complete
elliptic integral E/N → − 2Ωπ EE(4s(1− s)), with a diver-
gent second derivative at scrit = 1/2. This divergence,
which reflects the usual ground state QPT criticality of
the Ising chain, is also predictable from analyzing the
analytic structure of the integrand in (8) at zero temper-
ature. For finite temperature and also in non-equilibrium
setups where n¯(2ǫ(κ)) 6= 0, the energy density remains
analytic.
4We find a similar behavior for the magnetization,
which for large N becomes [30] (v(κ) ≡ v(Nk))
〈Mx〉 → N

1− 4
1/2∫
0
|v(κ)|2 + n¯(2ǫ(κ))
1 + 2n¯(2ǫ(κ))
dκ

 . (9)
At zero temperature, the integral is similarly solved by
normal elliptic integrals and those of the first kind, which
display a divergence in the first derivative of the magne-
tization density with respect to s. However, at finite
temperature the magnetization density remains analytic,
which is most evident in the trivial high-temperature case
where n¯(2ǫ(κ))→∞.
Heat Current.— This changes drastically, however,
when we consider the heat current through the Ising
chain from one reservoir to the other. Analysis of the
transition rates (e.g., by introducing energy counting
fields as in [33]) yields our main result for the current
of net emitted bosons at the drain,
I =
∑
n,m
(Em − En)γDnmρ¯m (10)
=
∑
k>0
2ǫkA
2
kΓS(2ǫk)ΓD(2ǫk) [nS(2ǫk)− nD(2ǫk)]
ΓS(2ǫk) [1 + 2nS(2ǫk)] + ΓD(2ǫk) [1 + 2nD(2ǫk)]
,
where the second line follows after a straightforward cal-
culation by inserting the stationary state and explicitly
evaluating the transition rates [30]. Here, we have intro-
duced Ak ≡ 4ukvk = 4sΩǫk sin
(
2πk
N
)
.
Evidently, the current is antisymmetric when S ↔ D,
vanishes at equilibrium, and is positive when the source
temperature exceeds the drain temperature [which im-
plies nS(ω) > nD(ω)]. Most important however, in the
thermodynamic limit N → ∞ the current I directly re-
flects the signatures of the ground state quantum phase
transition of the Ising chain. Formally, this correspon-
dence is visible by the integral representation of I, which
shows a divergence of its second derivative with respect
to the phase parameter s at all temperatures, see Fig. 2.
The second derivative of the integrand in the continuum
version I/N ≡ ∫ 1/20 j(s, κ)dκ of Eq. (10) will at the crit-
ical point scrit = 1/2 for small κ diverge as [30]
∂2j(s, κ)
∂s2
∣∣∣∣
s=1/2
≈ −32ΩΓSΓD(βD − βS)
π(ΓSβD + ΓDβS)κ
+O{κ} , (11)
whilst the integrand itself and its first derivative remain
finite. Even for the extreme non-equilibrium, infinite
thermobias regime the analytically obtainable [30] cur-
rent displays a divergence of the second derivative at
scrit = 1/2, compare the dash-dotted curves in Fig. 2.
Conclusion.— For transport through a closed Ising
chain homogeneously coupled to two bosonic thermal
reservoirs we have analytically shown that signatures of
the underlying QPT are manifest in the energy current
already at finite temperature and also in the extreme
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FIG. 2. (Color Online) Renormalized energy current I and
its second derivative w.r.t. s (inset) versus phase parameter s
for different chain lengths N = 4, 40, ∞ (dotted, dashed, and
bold solid, respectively) and for different source temperatures
ΩβS = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 (black/brown, red/orange, and dark/light
green, respectively). The dash-dotted purple curve denotes
the analytically accessible case of nD(ω) → 0, nS(ω) → ∞,
and N → ∞. Other parameters: ΩβD = 10, ΓS(ǫk) =
ΓD(ǫk) = Γ.
non-equilibrium regime – in contrast to system observ-
ables as mean energy or mean magnetization. We expect
this result to generalize to a broader class of quantum
critical systems, making the current a useful tool to an-
alyze QPTs out of equilibrium. For finite sizes N , all
quantities remain analytic but precursors of the QPT are
already visible at rather moderate chain lengths. Slightly
perturbing the coupling symmetry, all subspaces of the
model – cf. thin curves in Fig. 1 – may be weakly cou-
pled, but since for near-multistable systems the separate
current contributions are additive [34], we expect the sen-
sitivity of the current to the underlying QPT to remain.
Furthermore, in the weak-coupling limit considered here,
the position of the phase transition is neither changed nor
are new phases introduced by the coupling to reservoirs.
Finally, we note that the subspace under consideration
does not show a critical slow-down of relaxation, since
every state is connected to the ground state by pair-
annihilations only. In a coupling setup that does not
preserve the parity, we expect the slow-down to occur.
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1Supplementary Material for
”Criticality in transport through the quantum Ising model”
by M. Vogl, G. Schaller, and T. Brandes
Equations in the main manuscript are referenced by square brackets.
Introductory minimal model
We consider a model for adiabatic quantum search [see Phys. Rev. A 65, 042308 (2002)] as a minimal toy model
that exhibits a first order quantum phase transition as the size N of the system goes to infinity. The Hamiltonian
depends on the phase parameter s and is given by
HS = (1− s)
[
1−
N⊗
i=1
1i + σ
x
i
2
]
+ s
[
1−
N⊗
i=1
1i + (−1)wiσzi
2
]
= (1− s) [1− |p〉 〈p|] + s [1− |w〉 〈w|] , (1)
where at s = 1 the ground state |w〉 ≡ |w1, w2, . . . , wn〉 with wi ∈ {0, 1} marks an arbitrary basis state in the so-called
computational basis σzi |wi〉 = (−1)wi |wi〉. For our purposes, it suffices to use e.g. |w〉 = |0, . . . , 0〉. In contrast, the
ground state at s = 0
|p〉 = 1√
2N
∑
z1=0,1
. . .
∑
zn=0,1
|z1, . . . , zn〉 =
N⊗
ℓ=1
|0〉ℓ + |1〉ℓ√
2
(2)
is the superposition of all basis states. We note that the overlap 〈p|w〉 = 1√
2N
is exponentially small in the system size.
To represent HS in compact form, it is convenient to construct a suitable basis via Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
|φ0〉 = |p〉 , |φ1〉 = |w〉 − 〈p|w〉 |p〉√
1− | 〈p|w〉 |2 =
|w〉 − 1√
2N
|p〉√
1− 12N
= |p⊥〉 , (3)
and so on for all other states |φ2〉 , . . . , |φN−1〉. Importantly, the latter are also orthogonal to |w〉 and |p〉, such that
the spectrum of HS is only nontrivial in the subspace spanned by |φ0〉 and |φ1〉. In this subspace, the Hamiltonian
reads
H′S =
(
s
(
1− 2−N) −s√2−N (1− 2−N )
−s
√
2−N (1− 2−N) 1− s (1− 2−N)
)
, (4)
which allows to calculate the eigensystem H′S(s) |ψ±(s)〉 = λ±(s) |ψ±(s)〉
λ±(s) =
1
2
[1± g(s)] , |ψ±(s)〉 ∝
[
2N − 2s (2N − 1)± 2Ng(s)] |φ0〉+ 2s√2N − 1 |φ1〉 , (5)
where g(s) ≡
√
(1− 2s)2 + 4
2N
s(1− s) is the eigenvalue gap. We see that when N → ∞ the ground state energy
changes its first derivative abruptly at the critical point scrit = 1/2 (where also the gap closes) and hence classify the
quantum phase transition as first order [see also e.g. Quant. Inf. Comp. 10, 0109 (2010)].
When in addition the system is coupled to bosonic reservoirs HB =
∑
α=S,D
∑
q ωαqb
†
αqbαq via
HSB = |p〉 〈p| ⊗
[
hαqb
†
αq + h
∗
αqbαq
]
, (6)
we see that the coupling does not leave the relevant subspace, such that with a compatible initial state we may
neglect the states |φ2〉 , . . . in our considerations even without invoking the low-temperature assumptions discussed in
the main text. We use standard techniques (applying Born-, Markov-, and secular approximations) to yield a rate
equation for the diagonals of the system density matrix in the system energy eigenbasis
d
dt
(
ρ++
ρ−−
)
= |〈ψ+(s)| (|p〉 〈p|) |ψ−(s)〉|2
∑
α=S,D
Γα(s)
( −nα(s) 1 + nα(s)
+nα(s) −1− nα(s)
)(
ρ++
ρ−−
)
, (7)
2where the bare bosonic emission rates are given by Γα(s) ≡ 2π
∑
q |hαq|2δ(g(s) − ωαq), and nα(s) =
[
eβαg(s) − 1]−1
denote the Bose-Einstein distribution of bath α evaluated at the energy gap. The matrix element in front evaluates
to
A(s) ≡ |〈ψ+(g)| (|p〉 〈p|) |ψ−(g)〉|2 = s
2(2N − 1)
22Ng2(s)
, (8)
which becomes non-analytic at scrit = 1/2 as N → ∞. Clearly, the steady-state of this system does not depend on
A(s)
ρ¯ =
( ∑
α Γα(s) (1 + nα(s))∑
α Γα(s) (1 + 2nα(s))
,
∑
α Γα(s)nα(s)∑
α Γα(s) (1 + 2nα(s))
)T
(9)
and is analytic when Γα(s) and Γα(s)nα(s) are analytic. Using this result, we obtain for the stationary energy
E¯(s) = 〈H′S〉 =
∑
i=+,−
〈ψi(s)| H′S |ψi(s)〉 ρii =
1
2
(
1− g(s)
∑
α Γα(s)∑
α Γα(s)(1 + 2nα(s))
)
. (10)
Similarly, we find for the expectation value of the system coupling operator
A¯(s) ≡ 〈|p〉 〈p|〉 = 1
2
(
1 +
∑
α Γα(s)∑
α Γα(s)(1 + 2nα(s))
2N(1 − s) + 2s
2Ng(s)
)
. (11)
At strictly zero temperatures, where nα(s) = 0, both expectation values (10) and (11) inherit the non-analytic
properties of the energy gap g(s). For finite temperature, and assuming e.g. an Ohmic parametrization of the
spectral coupling density (leading to finite transition rates) Γα(s) = Γ
0
αg(s)e
−g(s)/ωc , we find for small energy gaps∑
α Γα(s)∑
α Γα(s)(1 + 2nα(s))
g(s)→0→ βSβD(Γ
0
S + Γ
0
D)
2(βSΓ0D + βDΓ
0
S)
g(s) +O{g3(s)} , (12)
which renders both expectation values analytic functions of s near the critical point. Generally, in the above expansion
only odd powers of g(s) occur, which means that both expectation values (10) and (11) can be expanded in powers
of g2(s) and are thus – due to the absence of the root – analytic functions of s.
Using e.g. the formalism of Full Counting Statistics, the stationary bosonic current through the system into the
drain reservoir can also be calculated
I¯(s) = A(s)
ΓS(s)ΓD(s) [nS(s)− nD(s)]∑
α Γα(s) [1 + 2nα(s)]
, (13)
and its first derivative becomes nonanalytic at the critical point for all non-equilibrium temperature configurations
already due to the dependence of the prefactor A(s). Eventually, the non-analyticity of the current can thus be
directly related to the closing of the energy gap.
The quantum Ising model
For the quantum Ising model a two-level approximation is not appropriate for the case of thermal transport. In the
following we will derive analytic results for the full-dimensional problem.
Mapping the system Hamiltonian to non-interacting fermions
The Jordan-Wigner transform (JWT)
σxn = 1− 2c†ncn , σzn = −(cn + c†n)
n−1∏
m=1
(
1− 2c†mcm
)
(14)
3maps the spin-1/2 Pauli matrices non-locally to fermionic operators cm. Inserting the JWT into the Hamiltonian [1],
one has to treat the boundary term with special care
H = −g
N∑
n=1
(1− 2c†ncn)− J
N−1∑
n=1
(cn + c
†
n)(cn+1 + c
†
n+1)(1− 2c†ncn)− J(cN + c†N )
[
N−1∏
n=1
(1− 2c†ncn)
]
(c1 + c
†
1)
= −g
N∑
n=1
(1− 2c†ncn)− J
N−1∑
n=1
(c†n − cn)(c†n+1 + cn+1) + J(c†N − cN)(c†1 + c1)
[
N∏
n=1
(1− 2c†ncn)
]
, (15)
where we have extensively used the fermionic anticommutation relations. Introducing the projection operators on the
subspaces with even (+) and odd (-) total number of fermion quasiparticles
P± ≡ 1
2
[
1±
N∏
m=1
(1− 2c†mcm)
]
, (16)
we may also write the Hamiltonian (15) H = (P+ + P−)H(P+ + P−). It is straightforward to see that terms with
different projectors and with n < N vanish
0 = P+(1− 2c†ncn)P− = P−(1− 2c†ncn)P+ ,
0 = P+(c†n − cn)(c†n+1 + cn+1)P− = P−(c†n − cn)(c†n+1 + cn+1)P+ . (17)
For the boundary terms one finds similarly
(P+ + P−)(c†N − cN )(c†1 + c1)
[
N∏
n=1
(1− 2c†ncn)
]
(P+ + P−)
= (P+ + P−)(c†N − cN )(c†1 + c1)(2P+ − 1)(P+ + P−)
= P+(c†N − cN )(c†1 + c1)P+ − P−(c†N − cN )(c†1 + c1)P− , (18)
such that we can finally write the Hamiltonian (15) as the sum of two non-interacting parts with either an even or
an odd total number of fermionic quasiparticles
H = P+H+P+ + P−H−P−
= P+
[
−g
N∑
n=1
(1− 2c†ncn)− J
N∑
n=1
(c†n − cn)(c†n+1 + cn+1)
]
P+
+P−
[
−g
N∑
n=1
(1− 2c†ncn)− J
N∑
n=1
(c†n − cn)(c†n+1 + cn+1)
]
P− . (19)
Note that this requires to define antiperiodic boundary conditions in the even (+) subspace c
(+)
N+1 ≡ −c(+)1 and periodic
boundary conditions in the odd (-) subspace c
(−)
N+1 ≡ +c(−)1 .
Since the even subspace is relevant to our model, we further seek to diagonalize the Hamiltonian
H+ = −g
N∑
n=1
(1− 2c†ncn)− J
N∑
n=1
(c†n − cn)(c†n+1 + cn+1) (20)
with antiperiodic boundary conditions cN+1 = −c1. Translational invariance suggests to use the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT, preserving the anticommutation relations due to its unitarity by construction)
cn =
e−iπ/4√
N
∑
k
c˜ke
+ikn 2piN , (21)
which is compatible with the antiperiodic boundary conditions when k takes half-integer values
k ∈ {±1
2
,±3
2
,±5
2
, . . .} , where |k| ≤ N − 1
2
(22)
4(Note that the number of quasiparticles in the even subspace is the same e.g. for N = 6 and N = 7). The DFT maps
the Hamiltonian into
H+ = −gN1+
∑
k
{
2[g − J cos(k2π/N)]c˜†k c˜k + J sin(k2π/N)
[
c˜†k c˜
†
−k + c˜−kc˜k
]}
. (23)
Now, the observation that only positive and negative frequencies couple (conservation of one-dimensional quasi-
momentum), suggests to use the reduced Bogoliubov transform
c˜k = u+kγ+k + v
∗
−kγ
†
−k , (24)
which mixes positive and negative momenta and where the a priori unknown coefficients have already been labeled
suggestively (a more general ansatz would eventually of course yield the same solution). Since the new operators γk
should be fermionic, we obtain from the orthonormality conditions
1 = |u+k|2 + |v−k|2 , 0 = u+kv∗+k + u−kv∗−k = (v∗+k, v∗−k)
(
u+k
u−k
)
. (25)
Demanding that the Bogoliubov transform eliminates all non-diagonal terms (of the form γ−kγ+k etc.) yields (by
combining positive and negative k) the equation
0 = 2
[
g − J cos
(
k
2π
N
)]
(u+kv−k − u−kv+k) + 2J sin
(
k
2π
N
)
(u−ku+k + v−kv+k)
= (v−k, u−k)
(
+2
[
g − J cos (k 2πN )] +2J sin (k 2πN )
+2J sin
(
k 2πN
) −2 [g − J cos (k 2πN )]
)(
u+k
v+k
)
≡ (v−k, u−k)M
(
u+k
v+k
)
. (26)
All equations can be fulfilled when we choose (u+k, v+k)
T as the normalized positive energy eigenstate of the matrix
M with eigenvalue
ǫ+k = +2
√
g2 + J2 − 2gJ cos(k2π/N) ≡ ǫk (27)
and (v∗−k, u
∗
−k)
T = (−v∗+k,+u∗+k)T as its negative energy eigenstate with eigenvalue ǫ−k =
−2
√
g2 + J2 − 2gJ cos(k2π/N). To be more explicit, we have
uk =
g − J cos(k2π/N) +
√
g2 + J2 − 2gJ cos(k2π/N)√[
g − J cos(k2π/N) +
√
g2 + J2 − 2gJ cos(k2π/N)
]2
+ [J sin(k2π/N)]2
,
vk =
J sin(k2π/N)√[
g − J cos(k2π/N) +
√
g2 + J2 − 2gJ cos(k2π/N)
]2
+ [J sin(k2π/N)]
2
. (28)
Using these solutions, we obtain when N is even
H+ =
∑
k
2
√
g2 + J2 − 2gJ cos
(
k
2π
N
)(
γ†kγk −
1
2
)
=
∑
k
ǫk
(
γ†kγk −
1
2
)
, (29)
which reproduces the inline equation before [3] in the main manuscript.
Mapping of the interaction Hamiltonian
Obviously, the used transformations do not affect the reservoir part, such that it suffices to transformMx =
∑N
i=1 σ
x
i
with the very same transformations as before. Inserting the JWT (14) yields
Mx = N1− 2
N∑
n=1
c†ncn . (30)
Furthermore, inserting the DFT (21) leads to
Mx = N1− 2
∑
k
c˜†k c˜k . (31)
5Finally, inserting the Bogoliubov transformation (24), replacing k → −k in some terms and exploiting that the
coefficients (28) are real yields
Mx = N1− 2
∑
k
[
|uk|2γ†kγk + |vk|2γkγ†k + ukv−k
(
γ†+kγ
†
−k + γ−kγ+k
)]
, (32)
which by using the fermionic anticommutation relations is equivalent to [4] in the main manuscript. For later conve-
nience we write this as a sum over positive k-values only
Mx = N1− 4
∑
k>0
|vk|21− 2
∑
k>0
(
1− 2|vk|2
)(
γ†kγk + γ
†
−kγ−k
)
+ 4
∑
k>0
ukvk
(
−γ†+kγ†−k + γ+kγ−k
)
. (33)
Derivation of the rate equation
We rely on previous results in the literature that yield for an interaction Hamiltonian of the form HSB = A ⊗ B
under Born, Markov, and secular approximations a Lindblad-type master equation. When the spectrum of the
system Hamiltonian is non-degenerate (and here more specifically, when states coupled in the master equation are
energetically non-degenerate), this Lindblad master equation couples only the diagonal elements of the density matrix
in the system energy eigenbasis to each other, i.e., it can be written in the form of a rate equation
ρ˙aa =
∑
b
γab,abρbb −
∑
b
γba,baρaa , (34)
where a, b label the different system energy eigenstates. Note that the refined condition of non-degeneracy is for finite
N always fulfilled, as e.g. the intersection point in Fig. 1 between |001〉 and |110〉 in the main manuscript are between
uncoupled states. The transition rates are given by
γab,ab = γ(Eb − Ea)|〈a|A |b〉|2 , (35)
where γ(ω) is the Fourier transform of the bath correlation function, γ(ω) ≡ ∫ C(τ)e+iωτdτ ≡∫ 〈
e+iHSτBe−iHSτB
〉
e+iωτdτ . Specifically for our model there is only one, which for two thermal source and drain
reservoirs becomes
C(τ) =
∑
αα′qq′
〈[
hαqb
†
αqe
+iωαqτ + h.c.
] [
hα′q′b
†
α′q′ + h.c.
]〉
=
∑
α
∑
q
|hαq|2
[〈
b†αqbαq
〉
e+iωαqτ +
〈
bαqb
†
αq
〉
e−iωαqτ
]
=
1
2π
∑
α
∞∫
0
Γα(ω)
[
nα(ω)e
+iωτ + (1 + nα(ω))e
−iωτ ] dω , (36)
where we have introduced for ω > 0 the spectral coupling density Γα(ω) ≡ 2π
∑
q |hαq|2δ(ω − ωαq) (recall that
ωαq > 0) and nα(ω) ≡
[
eβαω − 1]−1 denotes the Bose distribution for reservoir α held at inverse temperature βα.
Analytically continuing the spectral coupling densities to negative frequencies via Γα(−ω) ≡ −Γα(+ω) and exploiting
that nα(−ω) = −(1 + nα(+ω)) yields after a simple integral transformation
C(τ) =
1
2π
∑
α
+∞∫
−∞
Γα(ω) [1 + nα(ω)] e
+iωτdω , (37)
which enables to directly read off the Fourier transform γ(ω) =
∑
α Γα(ω) [1 + nα(ω)] ≡
∑
α γα(ω). Evidently, the
contributions of the two reservoirs enter additively in the rate equations, such that by labeling the energy eigenstates
in the relevant subspace (a→ n) we recover the rate equation with its coefficients stated in the main manuscript.
Low Temperature Limit
At sufficiently low temperatures, such that nα(2ǫk) ≪ 1 for all k ≥ 3/2 but still nα(2ǫ1/2) = O(1), it is evident
from Fig. 1 that most excited states will relax towards the two lowest states |0〉 ≡ |0, 0 . . . 0〉 and |1, 0 . . . 0〉 ≡ |1〉. The
dynamics in this subspace is governed by the rate equation(
ρ˙0
ρ˙1
)
= |〈0|Mx |1〉|2
∑
α
Γα(2ǫ1/2)
( −nα(2ǫ1/2) + [1 + nα(2ǫ1/2)]
+nα(2ǫ1/2) −
[
1 + nα(2ǫ1/2)
] )( ρ0
ρ1
)
(38)
6with the matrix element
|〈0|Mx |1〉|2 = 4u21/2v21/2 =
s2 sin2
(
π
N
)
1− 2s(1− s) [1 + cos ( πN )] , (39)
compare the discussion after Eq. [5] in the main text. Consequently, the current in this effective low-temperature
limit becomes
I =
ΓS(2ǫ1/2)ΓD(2ǫ1/2)
[
nS(2ǫ1/2)− nD(2ǫ1/2)
]
ΓS(2ǫ1/2)
[
1 + 2nS(2ǫ1/2)
]
+ ΓD(2ǫ1/2)
[
1 + 2nD(2ǫ1/2)
] s2 sin2 ( πN )
1− 2s(1− s) [1 + cos ( πN )] , (40)
which modifies the usual bosonic current through a two-level system by the matrix element |〈0|Mx |1〉|2. Eventually,
the s-dependence of this prefactor yields the non-monotonous dependence of the current on the phase-parameter s in
the low-temperature curves in Fig. 2.
Non-equilibrium Stationary State
The stationary solution of the rate equation can even for non-equilibrium (different temperature) configurations be
obtained using basically two ingredients. First, we note that the Fourier transforms of the bath correlation functions
obey the usual Kubo-Martin-Schwinger conditions γα(−ω) = e−βαωγα(+ω), which lead when the system is coupled
to only one bath (e.g. by setting ΓD(ω) = 0) to thermalization of the system with the temperature of the remaining
reservoir (e.g. β−1S ). Formally, such a thermal state is characterized by the ratio of diagonal elements to be
ρ¯n
ρ¯m
= e−β(En−Em) =
n(En − Em)
1 + n(En − Em) , (41)
where n(ω) corresponds to the Bose distribution of the connected reservoir. For coupling to multiple reservoirs we
use that the occupations of the different reservoirs enter linearly and just weighted by the different tunneling rates to
motivate the ansatz (∆nm ≡ En − Em)
ρ¯n
ρ¯m
=
n¯(∆nm)
1 + n¯(∆nm)
, n¯(ω) ≡ ΓS(ω)nS(ω) + ΓD(ω)nD(ω)
ΓS(ω) + ΓD(ω)
. (42)
Indeed, one can easily prove for the rate equation
ρ˙n =
∑
m 6=n
∑
α
Γα(∆mn) [1 + nα(∆mn)] |〈n|Mx |m〉|2ρm
−

 ∑
m 6=n
∑
α
Γα(∆nm) [1 + nα(∆nm)] |〈m|Mx |n〉|2

 ρn (43)
the validity of the stationary state by inserting
ρ¯m =
n¯(∆mn)
1 + n¯(∆mn)
ρ¯n =
∑
α Γα(∆mn)nα(∆mn)∑
α Γα(∆mn) [1 + nα(∆mn)]
ρ¯n (44)
and using that Γα(∆mn) = −Γα(∆nm) and nα(∆mn) = − [1 + nα(∆nm)]. By a sequence of pair annihilations –
compare Fig. 1 in the main manuscript – it therefore follows that any stationary occupation may be connected to the
ground state occupation ρ¯0 via
ρ¯n = ρ¯0
∏
k>0
(
n¯(2ǫk)
1 + n¯(2ǫk)
)nk
. (45)
The latter is fixed by the normalization Tr {ρ¯n} = 1
1 = ρ¯0
1∑
n1/2=0
. . .
1∑
n(N−1)/2=0
∏
k>0
(
n¯(2ǫk)
1 + n¯(2ǫk)
)nk
= ρ¯0
∏
k>0
[
1∑
nk=0
(
n¯(2ǫk)
1 + n¯(2ǫk)
)nk]
= ρ¯0
∏
k>0
1 + 2n¯(2ǫk)
1 + n¯(2ǫk)
(46)
which yields [7] in the manuscript.
7Stationary Energy
Rewriting the system Hamiltonian (29) as
H =
∑
k>0
ǫk
(
γ†kγk + γ
†
−kγ−k − 1
)
(47)
implies for its diagonal matrix elements in the relevant subspace 〈n| HS |n〉 =
∑
k>0 ǫk(2nk − 1). The stationary
expectation value of the system energy then becomes with [7]
〈
E¯
〉
= Tr {HSρ¯} =
∑
n
〈n| HS |n〉 ρn =
∑
k>0
ǫk
∑
n
(2nk − 1)ρn
=
∑
k>0
ǫk
1∑
nk=0
[n¯(2ǫk)]
nk [1 + n¯(2ǫk)]
1−nk
1 + 2n¯(2ǫk)
(2nk − 1) =
∑
k>0
−ǫk
1 + 2n¯(2ǫk)
, (48)
where we have used that
∑1
nk=0
n¯nk [1+n¯]1−nk
1+2n¯ = 1 holds for each k separately in the second line. In the thermodynamic
limit (N →∞) and noting that all relevant quantities actually depend on κ = k/N , the sum is easily converted into
an integral, and we recover Eq. [8] in the main text.
Stationary Magnetization
Similarly, we evaluate the diagonal matrix elements of the magnetization operator (33)
〈n|Mx |n〉 = N − 4
∑
k>0
|vk|2 − 4
∑
k>0
(
|uk|2 − |vk|2
)
nk = N − 4
∑
k>0
[
|vk|2 +
(
1− 2|vk|2
)
nk
]
, (49)
which can be inserted in the stationary expectation value to yield
〈
M¯x
〉
=
∑
n
〈n|Mx |n〉 ρ¯n = N − 4
∑
k>0
|vk|2 − 4
∑
k>0
(
1− 2|vk|2
) 1∑
nk=0
nk
[n¯(2ǫk)]
nk [1 + n¯(2ǫk)]
1−nk
1 + 2n¯(2ǫk)
= N − 4
∑
k>0
|vk|2 − 4
∑
k>0
(
1− 2|vk|2
) n¯(2ǫk)
1 + 2n¯(2ǫk)
= N − 4
∑
k>0
|vk|2 + n¯(2ǫk)
1 + 2n¯(2ǫk)
. (50)
Finally, the sum over k can similarly be converted into an integral to yield [9]. Furthermore, by inserting the
coefficient (28) in the continuum representation and zero-temperature limit, we obtain for the magnetization density
〈m¯x〉 =
〈
M¯x
〉
N
= 1− 4
1/2∫
0
v2(κ)dκ =
EE(4s(1− s)) + (1 − 2s)EK(4s(1− s))
π(1 − s) , (51)
where EE(x) and EK(x) denote the complete elliptic integral and the complete elliptic integral of the first kind,
respectively.
Stationary Current
The stationary current of bosons emitted to the drain can for example be obtained by inserting energy counting
fields in the off-diagonal matrix elements of the rate equation matrix, i.e., to perform in Eq. (43) the replacements
ΓD(∆mn) [1 + nD(∆mn)]→ ΓD(∆mn) [1 + nD(∆mn)] e+i∆mnχ , (52)
which automatically takes into account that ∆mn > 0 corresponds to emission into the drain and ∆mn < 0 to
absorption. Note that in the latter case one would use ΓD(−x) [1 + nD(−x)] = ΓD(+x)nD(+x). This upgrades the
8rate equation by a counting field ρ˙ = L(χ)ρ, and the stationary current can then be obtained from the stationary
state by deriving the rate matrix with respect to the counting field χ
I = (−i)Tr {L′(0)ρ¯} =
∑
n
∑
m 6=n
∆mnΓD(∆mn) [1 + nD(∆mn)] |〈n|Mx |m〉|2ρ¯m
=
∑
nm : ∆mn>0
∆mnΓD(∆mn) [1 + nD(∆mn)] |〈n|Mx |m〉|2ρ¯m
−
∑
nm : ∆nm>0
∆nmΓD(∆nm)nD(∆nm)|〈n|Mx |m〉|2ρ¯m
=
∑
m
∑
k>0
[
2ǫkmkΓD(2ǫk) [1 + nD(2ǫk)] (4ukvk)
2 ρ¯m − 2ǫk(1−mk)ΓD(2ǫk)nD(2ǫk) (4ukvk)2 ρ¯m
]
=
∑
k>0
2ǫkΓD(2ǫk)(4ukvk)
2
∑
m
[mk [1 + nD(2ǫk)]− (1 −mk)nD(2ǫk)] ρ¯m
=
∑
k>0
2ǫkΓD(2ǫk)(4ukvk)
2
1∑
mk=0
[mk [1 + nD(2ǫk)]− (1−mk)nD(2ǫk)] [n¯(2ǫk)]
mk [1 + n¯(2ǫk)]
1−mk
1 + 2n¯(2ǫk)
=
∑
k>0
2ǫkΓD(2ǫk)(4ukvk)
2 n¯(2ǫk)− nD(2ǫk)
1 + 2n¯(2ǫk)
=
∑
k>0
2ǫk(4ukvk)
2 ΓS(2ǫk)ΓD(2ǫk) [nS(2ǫk)− nD(2ǫk)]
ΓS(2ǫk) [1 + 2nS(2ǫk)] + ΓD(2ǫk) [1 + 2nD(2ǫk)]
, (53)
which with evaluating the prefactor Ak ≡ 4ukvk from (28) becomes Eq. [10] in the main manuscript.
The continuum representation of the current becomes (in wide-band limit Γα ≡ Γα(2ǫk))
I
N
= 32
1/2∫
0
s2Ω2 sin2(2πκ)
ǫ(κ)
ΓSΓD[nS(2ǫ(κ))− nD(2ǫ(κ))]
ΓS [1 + 2nS(2ǫ(κ))] + ΓD[1 + 2nD(2ǫ(κ))]
dκ ≡
1/2∫
0
j(s, κ)dκ . (54)
At the critical point and for small κ, the integrand behaves as
j(1/2, κ) =
8πΩ(βD − βS)ΓDΓS
ΓSβD + ΓDβS
κ+O{κ2} ,
∂
∂s
j(s, κ)
∣∣∣∣
s=1/2
=
32πΩ(βD − βS)ΓDΓS
ΓSβD + ΓDβS
κ+O{κ2} , (55)
which together with Eq. [11] in the main manuscript leads to divergence of the second derivative of the current at the
critical point for all temperature configurations.
This can also be seen in closed form in the infinite thermobias regime (nS(2ǫ(κ)) → ∞ and nD(2ǫ(κ)) → 0),
where (54) becomes
I
N
→ 16ΓD(sΩ)2
1/2∫
0
sin2(2πκ)
ǫ(κ)
dκ
=
4ΓDΩ
3π(1− s)2
[
(1− 2s(1− s))EE(4s(1− s))− (1− 2s)2EK(4s(1− s))
]
, (56)
where EE(x) represents the complete elliptic integral and EK(x) the complete elliptic integral of the first kind.
